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Abstract 
We study stability with respect to perturbation of coefficients and existence of weak solution5 
of stochastic differential equations with reflecting boundary conditions. We assume that the 
domain is a convex subset of Rd or satisfies quite general conditions introduced by Lions and 
Sznitman. The coefficients are merely measurable functions and the diffusion coefficients ma:,, 
degenerate on some subsets of the domain. 
Kr~~ords: Stochastic differential equation: Reflecting boundary condition 
1. Introduction 
In the paper we investigate stability of a d-dimensional stochastic differential 
equation (SDE) on a domain D with reflecting boundary condition 
.r 
I 
.r 
r 
X f = x ,) + o(s, X,) d W, + h(s, X.,)ds + K,, tt[W+ (1.1) 
0 0 
with respect to perturbations of the coefficients. Here ?c” E D = Dur?D. X is a reflecting 
process on tj, K is a bounded variations process with variation (Kj increasing only. 
when X, EZD, W is a d-dimensional standard Wiener process and c:: 
LR’ x D + Rd @ Rd. b: Iw+ x D --f R” are measurable (possibly discontinuous) func- 
tions. More precisely, suppose for n E N we are given coefficients o,,, b, and a standard 
Wiener process W”, and assume there exists a solution X” to the SDE 
J’ 
1 
I 
t 
x: = 90 + o,(s, X:) dW:’ + h,(s, X:)d.s + KY. t~lW+. (1.2) 
0 0 
The problem is to find conditions on D and {o,, i, , ,,, ’ Jb \ ensuring weak convergence of 
a (Xnj to the solution X of (l.l), and a fortiori conditions on D, (T, h under which 
a weak solution to the SDE (1.1) really exists. 
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We will assume that D is a convex subset of [Wd or satisfies quite general conditions 
(A), (B) introduced in Lions and Sznitman (1981). In both cases there exists a weak 
solution to (1.1) if cr, b are bounded and continuous (see Tanaka, 1979 and Remark 5.1 
in Saisho, 1987). In Schmidt (1989) it is shown that if d = 1, b 3 0 and CJ is purely 
function of x, then (1.1) has a weak solution on D = [rr, yZ] for every starting point 
x0 ED iff the set of all x E D such that ~~~~~ g-2 (y)dy = cc for every open neighbor- 
hood U, of x is contained in the set of zeros of g. Therefore, if 0 is merely bounded and 
measurable, some additional assumptions on boundedness of (a~*))’ are indispensable. 
In the present paper we shall prove that if D satisfies (A) and (B), 
Ila(t,x)/I +Ib(t,x)12 dC, (t,x)E[W+XB 
for some C > 0, where a = erg* and Jj a 11 = (trace a)ii2, and 
(1.3) 
v c E, 
where B is the closure of V = (F\FI)nNuFInN, in [w+ x b and 
(1.4) 
F = {(t,x)&+ xD: 
s 
(det a(s, y))-’ ds dy = cc 
(aB+xD)nLi,,,Xl 
for every open neighborhood Uct,xJ of (t, x)), 
F1 = {(t, x)EF: 
s 
(det a(s, y))) ’ ds dy = cc 
(Iw’ Xii)r?Uli . \F 
for every open neighborhood Uct,xj of (t, x)}, 
N = {(t, x)~[w+ x 0: cr(t,.),, or b(t, .),F is discontinuous at x}, 
Ni = {(t, X)E iw+ x i): o(t, .) or b(t, .) is discontinuous at x>, 
E = {(t, X)E [w+ x 0: o(s, x) = 0 and b(s, x) = 0 for almost every s 3 t}, 
then there is a weak solution to the SDE (1.1). If D is a convex subset of [Wd then (1.3) 
can be replaced by 
IIa(t, x)/I + /b(t, x)12 d C(1 + 1x12), (t, X)E [w+ x D. (1.5) 
Thus, we generalize existence results of Saisho (1987) and Tanaka (1979) to equa- 
tions with possibly discontinuous and nonelliptic diffusion coefficients and discon- 
tinuous drift coefficients. 
Notice also, that even in the particular case of multidimenional equations without 
refection (i.e. if D = Rd) we strengthen results of Kosciuk (1982, 1983) (see also 
Albeverio et al., 1986) and Rozkosz and Slominski (1991), and we generalize to the 
multidimensional case some results proved in Rozkosz and Slomihski (1973) Senf 
(1993). 
In the time-homogeneous case, (1.4) has a slightly simpler form. The precise 
formulation is given in Section 4. Note here only that if d = 1, b = 0 then (1.4) reduces 
to F c E, hence agrees with the condition given in Schmidt (1989). Remark however, 
that for one-dimensional equations (1.5) is superfluous and F c E is also necessary. 
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In proofs we follow some ideas of Rozkosz and Slomifiski (1991). In particular, 
existence of solutions is a consequence of stability results for Eq. (1.1). Roughly 
speaking, if (u, = o-,,o,*>, (6,) verify (1.3) or (1..5), (lidet a,} is locally uniformly 
integrable on F’ = lR+ x D\F and (gn,, , ’ ‘b,,} approximate 0, h a.e. on F’ and uniform- 
ly on F\P. then using a version of Krylov’s estimates we show that any weak limit 
X of {X”‘) solves (1.1) up to the first time z, it hits the set F\I/, where n is 
discontinuous and in some sense degenerate. Due to (1.4), the stopped process X is 
a solution to (1.1) on [w+. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove our main theorem 
concerning stability of solutions of the SDE (1.2) from which in Section 3 we derive 
existence results for Eq. (1.1). Section 4 is devoted to equations with time-independent 
coefficients. For the convenience of the reader we prove in Appendix Krylob’s 
estimates for solutions of the SDEs of the form (1.1). 
In the sequel we will use the following notation. Iw+ = [0, 1~). C([w+. [w”) is the 
space of continuous functions .Y: [w + + R“ equipped with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of [w+. If X = (X’. , Xd) is a continuous local 
martingale, we write ((X>> = {(Xi, X’) )i,j= 1, ,(,. (X) = trace((X)). L,(Q), p 3 I. is 
the usual L,-space defined in terms of Lebesgue measure on Q. iWd @ iW” is the set of 
(d x t/)-matrices. g* is the matrix adjoint to CJ, V/‘z 1s a positive symmetric square 
root of (T(T*, Id is the identity matrix of dimension d. B(0, R) = (.x E [w”: 1 .x < K), The 
abbreviation a.e. will mean “almost everywhere” with respect to the Lcbesque 
measure, ” +,,” “ -++‘I denote convergence in law and in probability, respectively. 
2. Weak convergence 
Let D be a domain in lWd. Define the set .,I i of inward normal unit vectors at .Y E ?D by 
.1’,=~~~,.1;.,,.,I;,,= n.l;.l,:lI.Y=(nEIW”:IYII=l, 
r>O 
B(.u - m, r)nD = fJ>, 
where B(z,P) = {\?E[W~: 1~ - ~1 <v), zeiWd, r > 0. Following Lions and Sznitman 
(1981) and Saisho (1987) we will consider domains satisfying the assumptions: 
(A) There is I’() E (0, co] such that c C i = 1;,,, # 8 for every x E SD. 
(B) There exist constants 6 > 0, fl 2 1 such that for every x E i;D there is a unit vector 
1, with the following property: (1,x, n) 2 lip for every rz E U, LB,,,,,j_+,j. 1 ;.. where 
(. , . ) denotes the usual inner product in Rd. 
The remark below is to be found in Lions and Sznitman (1981), Saisho ( 1987). 
Remark 2.1. (i) n E. 1 ;,r if and only if (4’ - x. n) + ~IJ -.x1’ 2 0 for every JEERS. 
(ii) If rlist(x, 0) < rO, x$D then there exists a unique [x];E (?D such that (.Y - [.~],.l 
= dist(.x, 0) and moreover ([xl? - x)/l [.x1; - XI E. l;,,h. 
(iii) If D is a convex domain in [wd then r0 = ?fJ. 
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We will say that the SDE (1.1) has a solution (strong) if there exists a pair (X, K) of 
{Ft}-adapted processes satisfying (1.1) and such that 
X is D-valued, (2.1) 
K is a process with locally bounded variation such that K0 = 0 and 
where n, E N,,, if X, E aD. 
Recall also that the SDE (1.1) is said to have a weak solution if there exists a filtered 
probability space (a, F, {Pr}, P), an {Ft}-adapted Wiener process W and a pair of 
{ gt}-adapted p recesses (8, K) such that the conditions (1.1) , (2.1) and (2.2) hold for 
processes (X, K) instead of (X, K). 
Suppose, for each y1 E N we are given a filtered probability space (a”, F”, {P:>, P”) 
satisfying the usual conditions carrying a d-dimensional {FYI. Wiener process W”, 
and measurable coefficients o,~: [Wf x B + Rd @ iWd, b,: [Wf x D ---f IWd such that for 
some closed subsets H, HI of [W’ x D such that HI c H 
(b,(t, x)1’ + IIan(t,x)// d C for (t, x)~[w+ x B, (2.3) 
v {(deta,)-‘I,,N is uniformly integrable on each bounded subset of HC(&). E>O 
(2.4) 
Here a,(t, x) = on(t, x)~,*(t, x), HC(e) = [w+ x D\H(a), and H(e) = HuHI,,, where 
H l,E = zER+ XD: inf )z -yj <e , HI,E=@ ifHr =@. 
YEHI 
Theorem 2.2. Assume D satisfies (A), (I?). F or n E N let X” be a solution to the SDE (1.2) 
on (an, P-“, {Y--:1, P” ) with coeficients satisfying (2.3), (2.4). Then 
(i) ix” jneN is tight in C(R+, Rd). 
(ii) Suppose X” +?X and 
Q,,o,* + gg*, b, --t b a.e. on H’ = [w+ x D\H, 
- for every (4 X)E HI, on(t, x,~> + o(t, x), b,(t, x,) + b(t, x) 
for all {x,,} such that x, + x. (2.6) 
(2.5) 
for every (t, X)E H, cr,,(t, x,) + o(t, x), b,(t, x,) + b(t, x) 
for all {(t, x,,)} c H such that x, + x. (2.7) 
Then there exist a probability space (8,9-, p) and a Wiener process w adapted 
to the natural filtration (&) of the pair (8, IV) such that x is a solution to 
tkr SDE 
s 
I 
X, = xg + c(s, X;,) dl/i;; + h(s. X,) ds + R,. 1 E R’ (2.81 
0 
(iii) [f the SDE (1.1) has u unique weuk solution X then X” 4,, X. 
In the proof we will use the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3. Let D sati$es (A), (B) and let {X” )ntPd he LI sequence of’.solution.s of’( 1.2) 
bvith coqficients on, h, sdsfying (2.3). Then :(X”. W”, K”, \K”l)),,, ., is ticgkt ill 
C([w’. Iw3”+ ‘). 
Proof. Let Y,” = jfoOn(Xr)dWy +j’Lh,(X[:)ds. ~E[W+. HEN. Since Iu,~), (h,,) arc 
bounded. it follows from, criterion given in Aldous (1978) that i Y” i is tight in 
C(R’, P’). Therefore, due to Corollary 2 in Slomifiski (1993). for every q > 0 there i< 
a tight sequence {C”} of real random variables such that 
for all 0 < s < t < q, PIE N, which implies tightness of ( lK”l) in C(R +, R), and 
consequently. tightness of jK”] and [X”) in c‘(R+. Rd). 0 
in [w+ x C(Lw+. lPd+ ‘). 
Proof. Since N’(c) is an open subset of iw+ x IWd, it is clear that there is a sequence 
(47, ] of continuous functions (Pi: [w’ x tj --t [IO, l] such that cp,,, < lHc,r.j and (p,,, 7 1”. jj 
as m 7 a. By using Skorokhod’s representation theorem we see that for every JU E N. 
CT,,, X”. W”. j+;‘“iP,.&X’o dW,“. j-;;“‘,,,,k(.s. X:) di) 
(2.9) 
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in lR+ x C(R+, R4dt1). On the other hand, by Theorem 5.1, (2.4) and the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem, 
= lim lim sup E, 
m-m n-cc s 
f * r" 
(ME) - (P,,J’traceCgg*(s, X31 ds 
0 
= lim lim sup E, 
m+m n+‘x s 
*AT. 
II (1.d~) - cpm)gg*(s> X: II2 ds o 
d lim lim sup c 11 (det a,)- “Cd+ I) I/ lH‘(~) - 'Pm)%!* 11 2 11 L,,,(([O.t]x B(O.R))nH‘(d) 
m-30 n+‘x) 
= 0. 
Similarly, 
lim lim sup E,, . U,,,:, - v,)h(s, X:)ds 
m+cC n-co Is 0 ,A T. 
fAT. 
< lim lim sup d112 E, 
“1-m n*so s 
(l,.,,, - #‘%h(s> X(t)1 ds 
0 
d lim lim ~upd~‘~cIl(det~,)~“~~~~~(~~‘~,~~ - 4om)l~lII~1,,((~~,t~x~~~,~~~n~~(F~~ 
m-m n-m 
= 0. 
Since qm 7 lwci:) as ~17 co, for every fE R+, 
s fili = lim E (lw,E, - qm)2trace[gg*(s, X,)ds] = 0 m-3c 0 
as well as 
lim E - cp,,Jh(s, X,)ds d lim d1j2E nz’rn fhT m-r, s 
fAT 
(IT(E) - cpm)lh(s> X,) I ds 
0 
= 0, 
which proves the lemma when combined with (2.9). 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let {Xn}ncN be a sequence of solutions of (1.2) with coeficients CT,,, b, 
satisfying (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7). Suppose that 
(XT ~n,~ol,.I,1(s,X:ids.Z”‘,Zn2);t (X,W,~olrr(s.X~)d.~,ZI;Z2) 
(2.10) 
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in c(R+, lQ4d+ l )for some sequence {cn} c (0, co) such that c, L 0. Then 
111,x,,) ~n(s> X3 dw:, l,,,,,, b,(s, X:) ds. Z”‘, Zn2 
i 
1 
TH ~(s, X,) dw,, 
J 
l,!b(s, X,)ds, Z’. Z” , 
0 
in C(R+. Rsd). 
Proof. By Skorokhod’s representation theroem we may assume that all processes are 
defined on the same probability space (a, P, P) and (2.10) holds true for every (OE Q. 
In particular, for arbitrary but fixed tr) E Sz, 
s 
7’ 
.r 
I‘ 
~i~.,,(s)T~~~,,~(s~ X:(~))ds --f 1rJs)T& X,(r~j))ds o o 
for every 0 d t < q < T. By standard arguments, [t, q] can be replaced by any Bore1 
subset of [0, T]. Since the functions 1 Hcr:,J(~, X:(w)) and l,,(s. X,(w)) take only values 
0 or 1. we deduce from the above that 1 H,i.,l( -, X”(w)) tends to lH(. , X ((11)) in 
Lebesgue measure on the interval [0, T]. We next show that 
1 
1 H,,,,P~(.% X:(w)) ds + 
s 
lHd.y, x.\(w)) ds (2.11) 
0 0 
in C(R+, Rd @ Rd). For this purpose it suffices to show that from every subsequence 
in’) one can choose a further subsequence (n”) such that (2.11) is satisfied with 
n replaced by n”. Let us fix in’]. By what has already been proved, there exist 
(Pi’ ) c (II’] and S c [O. T] such that the Lebesgue measure of [0, T] :S is equal to 
0 and 
1 ff(>,, j(.S. X~“(W)) + lH(S, X,(w)) 
for all s E S. Suppose s E S. Then 
(2.12) 
1 HI!,, o.n-(S, X5’(4) -+ l,ds, Xs(QJ)). (2.13) 
Indeed, if (.s,X,(O))$H, (2.13) follows from (2.12) while in the case (s,X,(V)))E H, it is 
a consequence of (2.6) and (2.12). Finally, assume that (s, X,((I)))E H\,H,. Since H, IS 
a closed subset of N, (s, X:“(QI)) E H for sufficiently large n”. Therefore, (2.13) is implied 
by (2.7). Thus, (2.11) holds for In”}. and consequently (2.11) is proved. By using similar 
arguments we prove that 
J‘ 1 HWG(~, X:(d)ds -+ s lids, X,(to)) ds 0 0 
in C(R’, R” @ Rd) and that 
1 H(t.&,(.s, X:(w))ds -+ 
s 
l,,b(s. X,(o))ds 
0 
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in C(R+, Rd), so to complete the proof of the lemma we may apply standard 
arguments (see e.g. Krylov, 1982). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. That (X”} is tight follows from Lemma 2.3, while (iii) is 
a consequence of (ii), so it remains to prove (ii). We first consider the case H # 0. Set 
&(t, x) = 
Ja,(t,?~) if (t, x)#H 
gn(t, x) otherwise, 
and 
ul: = 
6, ia,(s, X,“) if (s, X:)-&H 
Id otherwise. 
By construction and Levy’s theorem, 
is a Wiener process on the space (an, F”“, {.F”:>, P”) and X” is a solution to the 
equation f 
x:=x0 + s B,(s, X:)d@ + 0 i f b,(s, X:) ds + K:. (2.14) 0 
In view of Lemma 2.3 we may and will assume that 
in C(R+, R3d+’ ). Notice, that by Proposition 1X.1.17 in Jacod and Shiryayev (1987) 
I? is a Wiener process with respect to the natural filtration generated by (X, I@). 
Define 
z,” = inf{t: IX:/ v JK”], > R}, fR = inf{t: lXrl vB, > R) 
and observe that by Lemma 1.2 in Stroock and Varadhan (1979). there is a sequence 
{&} c Ri such that Rk 7 CE and for every kg N, 
(z,~, X”, tin, K”, (K”I) ;f (z,, 2?, T+‘, I?, B) (2.16) 
in lRxC(lR+,R3d+1 ) as n -+ ccj, where for simplicity of notation z,,~ stands for t> and 
Z~ stands for ?Rk. Let .jck$ be a sequence of positive constants such that E~LO. We 
proceed to show that for every kE N 
(2.17) 
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in RX C(R+, R’4d+1), where 
f * :.A 
r/;k = I 
t h T* 
h&, X3 ds, U: = s lH.,,k,(~,~,)d~, t~lW+ 0 0 
and 
For this purpose, set 
J1(t)=‘.Ilc-l.l,(t)exp(- l/(1 - t2)), J’(-~)=(.zlui,~,,,(.v)exp(- 14 - 1~1~)). 
) (2.1X) 
where c, , c’: are chosen so that j” T J’(t)dt = l,G21 J’(x)dx = 1. and let 
(T(t, x) = 
Jn(t_ if (t, x)$ II. 
o(t. x) if (t, x) E H, 
and y,,, = 0 *J,.,,,, h, = h * Jllmr rnE N. Here * denotes convolution and we regard 6., 
h as defined on the whole Rd+’ by extending them to be zero on Rdil’ R+ x D. Then 
ilh,q3t, -y) II + Ih,,(t, x)12 < C. (f, x)E R’ x D 
and gm -+ 6, h,, + h a.e. on H’ as nz + I , hence it follows from Lemma 2.4 that fol 
each m, k~ N, 
in R x C(R+, Rbd+’ ). Moreover, by Theorem 5.1, (2.4) and the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, 
lim lim sup E, 
(i‘ 
1 o HY!,,(gm - (T)(s, X;,d@;‘) 
m-. n-/ / f p, :.,I 
r 
f ‘\ h. 
= lim hn sup& lH.,,h,trace[(g,,, - O)(y,, - rr)*(s, X:)] d.s 
*z-x n-r 0 
= lim lim sup E, 1,. (ck)) II(g, - cT)(q,, - Cr)*(s. X:) 11 2ds 
m-r ,1+x, 
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Likewise, for each k~ N, 
s f A L,* d lim lim sup d1/2 E, 1 HQA l(hn - b)(s, -C)lds m+m n-5 0 
< lim lim sup dl"c II(det a,)-l"d+ "IL - bl //L~,,(([o,~I x B(o.R,))~HQ~)) 
In*5 n-tm 
= 0. 
We next claim that for each kE N, 
E 
s 
t A TI 
lw(,,f(s, XT,) ds d c II @eta)- 1’(di- “f IIL~+~((co,~I x~(~,~,))n~~(r:,)) (2.20) 
0 
for all t E IF! + and all measurable f: R! + x D -+ R ‘. Indeed, if f is continuous, then from 
(2.16) and Lemma 2.4 we conclude that 
in C(R+, R), hence by Fatou’s lemma, 
s 
f n tl t A T”k 
E lwcEk,f(s, X,) ds d lim inf E, 
n-5 s 
hyEJ l-6, X3 ds 
0 0 
d climinfI/(det~~)-"(d+l)flI L,+,(([O,~]XB(O,R,))~H'(L,))~ 
n-m 
which gives (2.20). The rest of the proof is standard (see e.g. Krylov, 1982). Conse- 
quently, in much the same way as before, we deduce that for each ke N, 
Therefore, by what has already been proved and Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) we 
obtain (2.19) with 6, b in place of gm, h,, respectively. Furthermore, from construction 
of 8, it follows that B, + 5 a.e. on H’, hence 
lim E, 1H'(i.x)(6.n - F)(S, XW@(E 
n+m \ =o> f". i.* 
and similarly, since also b, + b a.e. on H’, 
lim E, 
is 
hax,(bn - b)(s, X3 ds n-m 0 f A 7.l = 0, 
which completes the proof of (2.17). Since 1,‘ ,,Hcci:.I L 0, 
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for every TV R+, while by (2.16) 
lim lim sup Pn(tRk < 4) = 0, lim P(yk < q) = 0, q > 0. h-r n-+x k-r 
hence . due to (2.17) there is a sequence (knj c FU such that k,, + x, and 
! s 
\ 
xn.Wi, ‘1 ,,,,>,,)&A X:)dW:. ‘l,.~;&,(s. Xt)ds, . 
0 
i 
(2.2 I) 
in C(R+, R4d+‘). Now set 
(T,(t, x) = 
<,(t, x) if (t, ~)$H(E~,,)% 
o,(t, s), otherwise 
and 
F; = 
y: for (s, X,) #H (+, ). 
Id otherwise. 
Then WY = j’; qz dW i, t E [w+ is a Wiener process, X” is a solution to the SDE 
xy =.x0 + ! 6,,(s, X;)dW.,!’ + ? h,(s, X;)ds + K:‘, t E R’ 0 0 
and (2.21) holds true with 6,. Wn replaced by Cr,,. W”. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5. 
(X”, ynl, YH2, znl, zn2) 7’(X, Y l, Y 2, z’, Z’) 
in C(R+. Rsd), where 
mr.$.nh X:)dWF, Y’ = 
s 
lH(T(s.X.,)dWs. 
0 
yn2= j 
i 
H&L(S, X3 ds, yL= 
i 
I,h(s, X)ds 
0 0 
and Z”‘, Z”’ are defined as Yfll 
Y2 with H” is place of H. Since 
Yn2 with HC(cL,,) in place of H(c:,,,) and Z’, Z2 as Y ‘, 
if,,(.s, X:)dW: = Ynl + Z”’ and h,,(s. Xf)ds = Yn2 + Z”‘. 
0 
it follows that 
b,(s, X:)ds 
in C(R’, R3d). Therefore, by the continuous mapping theorem and Proposition 4 
in Slominski (1993), X is a solution to the following SDE on D with reflecting 
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boundary condition f f 8, = x0 + s a(s, X,) d@ + s b(s,X’,)ds + R,, tc[W+. 0 0 
Finally, set 
cPs = 
o-‘8(s, X,) if (s, X,)$H 
Id otherwise 
and IV, = jA@,dfis, tE R+. Then w is a Wiener process with respect to the filtration 
F’,” = Fx.w and X is a solution to (2.8). Thus the proof of (ii) in the case H # 0 is 
completed. In the case H = 8 we set H(E) = 8 and the proof runs as before. 0 
When D is a convex domain in [Wd, the above theorem still holds if it is only assumed 
that 
llOnOn*(t,X)I/ + lb,(r,x)12 < C(1 + lx12), (t,x)E[W+ XD. (2.22) 
Theorem 2.6. Assume D is a convex domain in [Wd. Let {Xn}nt,V be a sequence oj 
solutions of(1.2) with coeficients satisfying (2.3), (2.4) and (2.22). Then the conclusions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.2 are true. 
Proof. By Remark 2.1, D satisfies (A) with r. = cc. Suppose additionally that D is 
bounded. Then, as observed in Tanaka (1979; p. 170), there exist E’ > 0 and 6’ > 0 with 
the properties that for any x E dD one can find X’E D such that B(x’, E’) c D and 
Ix - x’l d 8, and moreover, (B) is satisfied with 1, = (x’ - x)/lx’ - xl, /I = 26’/c’ and 
6 = ~‘12. Therefore Theorem 2.2 is applicable for any bounded convex domain D. For 
unbounded domain, set D, = Dn{x~iW~; 1x1 < R) and 7,” = infit: X:#DR}, no N, 
R E [Wt. Then by Lemma 2.3, 
Using (2.22) and repeating the arguments from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Tanaka 
(1979) we deduce that f f 
E,IXy- xo12 d s E,Jx”.~~- xo12ds + 2C2 s E,(l + (X:3T.R- xo12)ds 0 0 
for t E iw +, hence by Gronwall’s inequality, 
Therefore, 
lim limsupP”(zf < t) < lim limsupRP2E,lX:~‘~12 = 0, ~E[W+. (2.24) 
R+m n+m R-a, n+m 
Combining (2.23) with (2.24) gives tightness of {(X”, W”, K”, IKnl)} in C([w+, [W3dt’). 
The rest of the proof runs as the proof of Theorem 2.2. 0 
3. Existence of weak solutions 
In this section we derive from Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 some results on existence of 
weak solutions of the SDE (1.1). We start with the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P he a probability measure on a aYjield of Bore1 subsets of C(R’, R”) 
.suc~/l that P ;w: (0, E D, t E R + ) = 1 ad let Z be a non-empty closed subset of R’ x D. 
SetZ, = (:ER+ xD:inf,,,zlz -J < E).~(c) = inf(t:(t,o,)EZ,) fort: > 0. Then\vit/z 
tiw e.uccption of at most countably man!, ~.for P-almost ~711 co. T(C) is continuous irt (j). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 in Rozkosz and Slomiliski (1991). 
hence we omit it. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let D satisjj (A), (B) and let c~, b satisfi~ ( 1.3), (1.4). Tlzerz the SDE (1. I ) hr~ 
(I v\vak solution. 
Proof. The proof falls naturally into three steps. 
Step 1. First suppose that there is /_ > 0 such that rl(t, x) 3 /_I, for (r. .Y)E R’ x D m 
the sense of non-negative definite matrices. Let (T,, = (T * J&,. b, = h * .I:,,,. no N. 
where .I’ is defined by (2.18). Then rr,(t. a), b,(t. .) are Lipschitz continuous on n for 
te R’, IIE N and verify (2.3)-(2.5) with H = @. By Theorem 5.1 in Saisho (1987), fog 
- 
every n E W there exists a strong solution to the SDE (1.2) with coefficients CJ,, = \ (I,,. 
h,,. and consequently, the SDE (1.1) has a weak solution due to Theorem 2.2. 
Strp 2. Now assume I/ = 8. Without loss of generality we can assume that B = X ‘T,. 
For every (t, .Y)E [w+ x D there is a diagonal matrix n(t, X) and an orthogonal matrix 
U(t, X) such that a(t, X) = UL~U -‘(t, x). Set o,,(t, s) = U~x(t. x), when n,,(r. .Y) is 
a diagonal matrix with the elements ilf(t, X) = l/n v n”(t, x). i = 1. .,. .tl on the 
diagonal. By construction, o,(t. X) -+ o(t, s) a.e. on iw+ x D and 
for all (t. x) E Iw + x D. Moreover, if a(t. ) is continuous in X. then n (t.. ) is continuous 
and (T,,. h,, = b verify (2.6) and (2.7) with Z-I = F, H 1 = F,. In consequence. existence of 
weak solutions is implied by Step 1 and Theorem 2.2. 
Step 3. Finally assume (1.3). (1.4). For II E N let <, : R * x D -+ [O. l] be a continuous 
function such that 
<,(I, _s) = 
i 
1 if (t,x)~aB+ xP,(V,;,l,?V,.,), 
0 if (t, X)E V. 
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where vljn is defined as Z, in Lemma 3.1. Set 
%@, xl = 
44 4M, 4 + Id(l - 5,(4 4) if (4 x)EF, 
Id otherwise. 
Then G@,.)~~, OFF, are continuous at x for (t, x)EF\V and a,(t, e), b(t,.), are 
continuous in x for (t, x) E F, \ V, so by what has been proved in Step 2, for each n E N 
there exists a solution X” to the SDE (1.2) with coefficients CJ,,, b. By Lemma 2.3 we 
may and will assume that (X”, W”, K”, jK”I) -+,(R, W, K, B). Moreover, by 
Lemma 3.1, there is a sequence {sk}keN such that ak L 0 and 
(r,(G), X”, w”, K”, IK”l) $(G), X, w, R, B) 
in lQ+ x C(R’, R3dt’), where 
z,(E~) = inf(t: (t, X:)6 VzEl}, Z(E~) = inf { t: (t, X,) E FeEx}, 
hence analysis similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that Xr(c*) is 
a solution of the SDE f A f(EI) t A i(Q) 
X ;(L*) = x0 + s o(s, X3:(Ek)) dIVs + I b(s, X:‘“x’)ds + K;‘““‘, tE R+. 0 0 
Since ak L 0, it follows that Z(E~) /1 Z = inf {t: (t, R,) E v> and X’(“k) -+ X”, hence that X 
is a solution of the SDE 
fhi 
x:=x()+ s o(s, Xi) d IV, + 0 s CAT b(s, X;)ds + K;, te R+. 0 
Therefore, if we set X = X’, K = Ri, then by the definition of E, f 
xt = x0 + s a(s, X,) dVs + 0 s f b(s, X,)ds + K,, tE R+, 0 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let D be a convex domain in lQd and let 0, b satisfy (1.4) and (2.22). Then 
there exists a weak solution to the SDE (1.1). 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.2, the only difference being in the 
use of Theorem 2.6 instead of Theorem 2.2. /J 
Let D = Rd and let H = {(t, x): there exists a sequence (t,, x,) + (t, x) such that 
det a(&, x,) + 01. Assume CJ, b verify (1.3), clH and b,, are continuous and if cr or b are 
discontinuous in (t, x) then det a(t, x) 3 E > 0 and U,,,,,\H for some open neighbour- 
hood LJ,,, x, of (t, x). By using nonstandard methods it is proved in Kosciuk (1982, 
1983) (see also Albeverio et al., 1986, for a nice presentation) that under the above 
conditions there exists a weak solution to the SDE (1.1) for every X~E R. This result 
follows from Theorem 3.3. Indeed, F c H, hence (F\F,)nN = 0, so it remains to 
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show that F, nN, c E. Suppose (t, x) E F, . Then it follows from the definitions of the 
sets H, F, Fi that 
s (det a(s, y))) ’ ds dy = CC P -h-,c ,, ,,niH F) 
for every open neighbourhood UCt,r, of (t, s), which forces (t, u) E E, since (det II),,, is 
continuous. 
4. Time homogeneous case 
If CJ, h do not depend on time, our basic assumption takes the form 
V’ c E'. (4.1‘1 
Here V'=(F"\,F',)nN'uF;nN; and 
(det u(y))- ’ dy = UC: for every open neighborhood U, of x , 
F; = 
i i‘ XE F': (det a(y)))’ dy = xj for every open neighborhood U, of x DnU, P') 
N' = js~B: oIF. or b,,, is discontinuous at x1, 
N; = {xE~?: 0 or h is discontinuous at x), 
E’ = {xED: a(x) = 0 and h(x) = 0). 
We will need also the following assumptions: 
Ilu(x + Ih(x < c, XED, (4.2) 
i~a(u)il + Ih( < C(1 + lx12), XED. (4.3) 
Theorem 4.1. Assume either that D satisfies (A), (B) and G, h sutisfj (4.1) (4.2) or D c WY’ 
is conwx and CT, h sutisfj (4.1) (4.3). Then there exists a weak solution to the SDE (1 .l ). 
Proof. In view of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we only need to show that (4.1) implies 
V’ c E'. First observe that 
V"\ V’ c i3(F'nN')ud(F;nN;)c F'n(N'\,N')u(N'l\N'l), 
the last inclusion being a consequence of closedness of F’, F’, in Iw+ x 0. Suppose 
V ’ # 8 and let {x”) c V’cFconvergencestox~B’\,V’.Ifs~F’n(m’\N’),thenby 
the definition of N’, the coefficients air , hi,, are continuous at s, which implies x E E’. 
Obviously the same is true for x E m’,‘\N’i 0 
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Clearly, (4.1) is satisfied if F’nN; c E’. However, this condition is really stronger than 
(4.1). 
Example. Put D = iw*, B = (xE[W’: 1x1 6 l} and or1 = a2* = 1, crr2 = ozl = l,, 
b = 0. Then F’ = B, F; = N’ = 0, N; = dB, so V’ = 0. On the other hand: 
F’nN; = dB is not in E’. 
Let d = 1, 0 = o(x), b = 0. Then F’n(N;)’ c E’, hence F’ c E’ is equivalent to 
F’nN; c E’, which in turn is equivalent to (4.1), because F’nN; = (F’\F;)n 
(N; \ N’)u V’ and (F\F;)n(N; \N’) c E’, as it is easy to check. Accordingly, (4.1) is 
equivalent to F’ c E’, hence by results of Schmidt (1989), is necessary and sufficient 
for existence of solutions for every starting point x0 ED = [rI , rz]. If d > 0, (4.1) is not 
necessary, because existence of weak solutions strongly depends on the structure of U, 
as the following simple examples show. 
Examples. Let D = [w2, oll(xl, x2) = l~o~XR(xI,xz), g12 = cr*l = CJ~* = 0, b = 0. 
Then it is easy to see that there is no solution to (1.1) starting from x0 = (0, xo2), 
x~*E[W. However, if oll = 0” = g21 = 0, b = 0 and 022 = (xl, x2) = 1~0;Xn(x1,x2), 
then (1.1) has a weak solution for every starting point x,, E D. Notice that here F’ = D, 
F; = 0, N’ = {0} x Iw, so V’ is not in E’. 
Remark also that in Schmidt (1989) it is shown that the solution of (1.1) with 
D = (rl, r2), o = a(x), b = 0 is unique in the sense of law if E’ c F’, and if F’ c E’, 
then E’ c F’ is also necessary. In multidimensional case it is known, that the solution 
to (1.1) is unique in law if (1.3) is satisfied, a is bounded, continuous and uniformly 
elliptic, and dD is regular (see Stroock and Varadhan, 1971; for more details 
5. Appendix. Krylov’s estimates for reflecting diffusions 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a solution of the SDE (1.1) with coejicients satisfying (1.5) and 
let 7R = inf { t 3 0: IX,/ v (K If > R}. Then there exists a constant c depending only on d, 
R and t such that 
s *A? E f(s, XAds d c l/(deta)-"(d+l)f~~ L,,,(C~.r~xB(O,R)nD) 0 (5.1) 
for all non-negative measurable f: IWf x D -+ [w+. 
Proof. The method of proof is similar to that used by Krylov (1982) in the case of 
diffusions in D = iWd. First notice that it suffices to prove the inequality for bounded 
continuous f and that there is no loss of generality is assuming that det a > 0 on 
[0, t] x B(0, R)nD, and if this is so, (5.1) is equivalent to 
s thrR E (det a) 1’(d+ “f(s> x,) ds d c It f 11 Ed, ,([O,tJ xB(O,R)nD) 0 
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Due to Lemma 11.2.7 in Krylov (1982) there exist constants q,. q2 > 0 depending only 
on R, d and a bounded function z: R”+’ + (- ‘CC ,O] such that z(t, .Y) = 0 for 
(t, .u) E ( - CC, 0) x Rd and for sufficiently small t: > 0 
(a) y, (det Ll) l*Cd+ l)f&(f) .Y) < -?/C?rZt(t, .u) + c:‘.j= ‘ F2,‘i’Xi d.Yi?(f, Y)LP. 
(b) IC:!=, (?;?ri)zE(t, x)cil < MIz’(f, u)( for all CE R”. M > 0 such that 11.1 < MR.?. 
(4 l--(L 41 G q2 ll.f’ll L,,_I(Io.r7xH,o.R)-n, for all 0. 4~ R+ x WdT 
where :’ = : * .I,. .f” = J‘* J, and J, is given by (2.18). Write 
i 
i*?N 
I(Y) = (det u)‘,‘(d+ “f”(t -- s, X,,)ds. 
0 
Then by (a) and Ito’s formula. 
= z”(t - TR A t, Xp *,) -- zf(t, 0) 
- i j-“^&j - s, X,)a’j(s. X,)dW: 
i.j-1 0 L 
- s, X,)b’(s, X,)ds 
Hence, by (b) and our assumptions 
EJ(f’“) < q;lE(z”(t - TRA t: X,x,,) - z”(t;)) 
+ 2qL’(Ct + &i, sup Iz’(t - s. .Y)l 
<<l.l\I 6 R 
where c = 2qzq ; ‘( 1 + Ct + V/?) and 
/I(& s) = 
i 
.f’(t - s. s) if (s, x) E [0, t] x B(0, R)nD. 
o 
otherwise. 
Therefore, if ,f is bounded and continuous, then by Fatou’s lemma 
c 
tA;H 
E (det LE) liCd+ “k(s, X,)ds < E (det u) “‘d+l)liminff”(t - s. X,,)d.s 
0 t-0 
< (’ II 12 /I L,, I, [O. I] x RIO. KlP~ll~ . 
which establishes (5.1). 0 
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